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Five years ago, we changed patent prosecution when we launched 
Examiner Reports. A few years later, we created Business Intelligence 
and changed how firms market themselves and how corporations 
select outside counsel.

Today, we are proud to launch our most revolutionary product yet: 
Platform. Platform is the culmination of more than a year's worth of 
work, listening to client feedback and creating new technology to 
support your needs. 

Platform goes beyond simple reports to allow you complete access 
to more than 125  data points within our public PAIR database, which 
currently includes almost 10 million pending, abandoned, and granted 
patent applications. With Platform, you can explore your search re-
sults like never before and instantly transform your query results from 
a standard list of applications into custom tables and charts, allowing  
deeper analysis and improved outcomes.

Welcome to Juristat Platform.

DREW WINSHIP
Founder & CEO, Juristat

PATENT  
ANALYTICS 
REINVENTED

Our Juristat Labs engineering team works 
directly on features requested by an elite group 
of our power users. These are just a few of the 
free bonus features available in Platform that 
originated in our Labs team. If you would like to 
become a Juristat Labs Member and get free, 
exclusive beta access to new features, please 
contact support@juristat.com.



U.S. PATENT
APPLICATIONS AT  
YOUR FINGERTIPS9.7M

Our powerful search algorithms and intuitive 
interface help sift through more than 9.7M patent 
applications and their image file wrappers. Use our 
rich set of application filters, as well as boolean 
and natural language search modes, to find exactly 
the documents and applications you want. 

Scoped Searching changes the game, allowing 
you to search for terms or phrases in key image 
file wrapper documents (e.g., “nothing more than 
an abstract idea” in rejection text, “crypto curren-
cy” OR “distributed ledger” in claims, or a specific 
piece of art cited in previous PTAB decisions).

Platform contains USPTO Doc Code detection, al-
lowing you to search for applications that contain  
anything from Track One requests to restriction  
requirements.

Saved Searches allow you to create custom 
searches that will update each time you reload, so 
you are always up to date on the latest activity.

BEYOND SEARCH



 

WHAT IF PAIR  
WERE BEAUTIFUL?

Platform features a three-pane view of 
each application so you can see the big 
picture and the details. Text search the 
IFWs, claims, or spec. View the drawings, 
the patent family, or a timeline of key 
events. With Platform, quickly refresh your 
knowledge of an application without ever 
going to PAIR.

BEN SIDERS
Partner, Lewis Rice

“As a Juristat Labs  
Member, I had a  
chance to try out 
Platform before it 
launched and provide 
feedback. Now I can't 
live without it."



 

WHAT IF PAIR  
WERE BEAUTIFUL?

For users with the OA  
Response module, Platform 
automatically detects the 
examiner, along with their 
contact info, art unit, and 
SPE, and links directly to 
their Juristat Examiner Re-
port and Art Unit Report.

At a glance, see the prior 
art cited against you and 
download an annotated, 
text-searchable PDF  
showing what section 
of the art the examiner 
thought was dispositive. 

With just a few clicks,  
generate an OA response 
shell using your own custom 
template, find where the art 
cited against you has been 
cited previously, build client 
letters, and more.

We know that PAIR can be 
clunky and often bogged down 
by web traffic it cannot handle. 
That’s why we created an ele-
gant and intuitive App Viewer 
in Platform that offers all the 
key features of PAIR in one 
seamless experience, plus tons 
of bonus features. 

UPGRADE YOUR  
RESPONSE GAME



 

THREE VIEWS.
INFINITE POTENTIAL.

In Charts View, you can 
build custom dashboards to 
easily visualize trends and 
make comparisons with any 
set of search results. Imme-
diately see the big picture 
or hover over any chart to 
see details. Platform offers 
15 chart types, and that fig-
ure continues to grow with 
each release. Share dash-

boards with 
other Juristat 
users or save 
them as PDFs.

Ever wanted to dive deeper 
into the applications underly-
ing a Juristat Business Intelli-
gence Report? Card View in 
Platform lets you do just that, 
creating lists of applications 
for deeper analysis. Each 
"card" represents a different 
application on the list and 
shows drawings, publication 

number, patent 
family size, and 
current status of 
the application.



 

The Platform Filter Bar allows users to filter search queries by  
application number, publication number, OA counts, RCE count, appli-
cation status, filing date, disposition date, publication date, assignee, 
firm, art unit, tech center, examiner, USPC/CPC, customer number, 
and attorney registration number. We are adding more filters all the 
time. Let us know if there is a filter that you would like to see.

The Column Editor allows users 
to add over 125 different metrics 
to Table View, including:  back-
ward citations, examiner allow-
ance rate, number of appeals, 
RCEs, interviews, Alice rejections, 
or 102/103 rejections. Premium 
analytics such as interview win 
rate, art unit allowance rate, and 
examiner allowance rate after a 
certain number of rejections are 
available with download. 

With a fully customizable Table View, all the data you need is at your fin-
gertips. Choose from more than 125 data points, structure your data any 
way you like, and save your datasets to custom tables and dashboards that 
stay up-to-date automatically.



ARE YOU  
READY TO 

TRY PLATFORM?
contact us: sales@juristat.com | www.juristat.com


